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Agenda

A. Administrivia
   - Minutes of RIPE 67
   - Thank stenographer, scribe & chat monitor
   - Microphone etiquette
   Chairs (5 mins)

B. RDL: A Programmatic Approach to Generating Router Configurations
   Benno Overeinder (20 mins)

C. Creating an Automated Prefix Filtering How-To
   Job Snijders (10 mins)

D. Routing Resilience Manifesto
   Andrei Robachevsky (10 mins)

E. BGP Blackholing Project – Join & Fight!
   Łukasz Bromirski (20 mins)

F. Setting up RPKI for PI End User Space
   Alex Band (10 mins)

G. RIPE Database Routing Update
   Denis Walker (15 mins)

H. Charter Discussion
   Chairs (as time permits)

Z. AOB
Charter

The Routing Working Group is concerned with all aspects of IP routing technologies. This includes dissemination and discussion of issues affecting operators, new technologies and new applications of current technologies, and discussion of concerns relevant to inter and intra-AS routing.

The Routing Working Group is also the forum for discussion of those aspects of RIPE DB evolution related to network configuration, in particular those referred to as the Internet Routing Registry. This activity is carried out in coordination with the RIPE DB wg and other IRRs.

The Routing Working Group aims to produce Best Common Practice documents related to the above issues.